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A Dialogue Between a Japonese and a Formosan, about Some Points
of the Religion of the Time. By G. P--n--r 1707

the pretended asian also traces psalmanazar s later career as a grub street hack writer and how his
lifelong refusal to reveal his real identity even after europeans stopped believing he was a native of
formosa may have rendered psalmanazar a permanent outsider book jacket

The Articles of Christian Instruction in Favorlang-Formosan, Dutch
and English, from Vertrecht's Manuscript of 1650 1896

the formosan subterranean termite coptotermes formosanus is the most destructive and invasive
termite species globally it is also the only termite species listed in the world s 100 worst invasive
alien species of the global invasive species database annually its infestation costs more than 4 billion in
control and damage repairs in the usa alone this book is the first comprehensive resource drawing on
all the literature on c formosanus since tokuichi shiraki first described the species in 1909 the book
covers the worldwide distribution of this species its biogeography and how it has dispersed from its
native range in southern china and taiwan to different parts of the world it describes its present
taxonomic status and discusses the species biology ecology foraging behavior physiology chemical
ecology and its association with symbionts from a practical standpoint the authors address all of the
various management options for this species such as baits soil termiticides wood preservatives
inspection and detection technologies and integrated pest management ipm approaches lastly there
are chapters dedicated to another important destructive species coptotermes gestroi the asian
subterranean termite and the recently discovered c formosanus c gestroi hybrids this important book
is an essential and valuable reference for researchers graduate students pest management professionals
chemical manufacturer personnel building and property managers and others it provides readers
with a comprehensive understanding of the biology and management of the formosan subterranean
termite and the asian subterranean termite

The Articles of Christian Instruction in Favorlang-Formosan, Dutch
and English 1896

the declaration of the people s republic of china in october 1949 presented american foreign policy
officials with two dilemmas how to deal with the communist government on the mainland and what
to do about chiang kai shek s nationalist regime on taiwan by 1950 these questions were pressing hard
upon u s civilian and military planners and policy makers for it appeared that the red army was



preparing to invade the island most observers believed that nothing short of american military
intervention would preclude a communist victory how u s officials grappled with the question of
what to do about taiwan is at the heart of washington s taiwan dilemma today u s policy toward
taiwan remains a highly charged and fundamentally divisive issue in u s china relations especially
the security dimensions of that policy this volume is essential background reading for understanding
the roots of this foreign policy dilemma

Civil Affairs Handbook 1944

divtheorizes the role of translation in the circulation of ideas and meanings in a global economy
through a number of china related case studies div

The Pretended Asian 2004

this is reconsideration of the assyrian christian scholar and confidence man george psalmanazar who
dazzled 18th century london in the disguise of a chinese savant swiderski explores the fabulism and
credulity of the time as well as analyzing the scientific curiosity aroused by psalmanazar s writings

Civil Affairs Handbook: Taiwan (Formosa), Taichu Province 1955

an in depth analysis of the chinese armies that fought a series of increasingly fractious wars over
nearly a century beginning with a run through of the chinese forces that combated the british and
french during the two opium wars this history goes on to trace the forces who were drawn into
internal wars and rebellions in the 1850s and 60s the open warfare in north vietnam the string of
defeats suffered during the first sino japanese war and the boxer rebellion providing an unparalleled
insight into the dizzying array of troop types and unique uniforms this is a history of the sometimes
painful modernization of china s military forces during one of her most turbulent periods of history

Handbook of the English Presbyterian Mission in South Formosa
1910

this ethnological research done by janet mcgovern records a trip taken a few years earlier in taiwan
from 1916 to 1918 she walked off the beaten track to find the stories and lives of the aborigines of
taiwan this study mainly focuses on social organization and costumes of the indigenous inhabitants of
taiwan



Biology and Management of the Formosan Subterranean Termite
and Related Species 2023-12-22

few people can claim careers in two biblical professions minister and tax collector in his captivating
memoir adventures of an ordinary man william lee goff shares the triumphs and tragedies of his life
as both a presbyterian minister and an irs revenue agent goff writes unpretentiously with deep
humanity and subtle humor about his life s adventures learning to play the cello from a freedom
fighter overcoming his fears to become an amateur stage actor and traveling in south africa israel
russia and denmark adventures of an ordinary man is a compelling and rewarding read although a
native of st louis missouri william lee goff spent his formative years in los angeles california he earned
a bachelor s degree in english from ucla and then went on to fuller theological seminary where he
completed a doctor of ministry degree goff has had dual careers one as an ordained presbyterian
minister who served as pastor in churches in california colorado and idaho his alter ego had a nearly
25 year career with the irs goff lives with his wife tatyana in southern california

Washington's Taiwan Dilemma, 1949-1950 2014-04-15

this handbook gathers original authoritative articles from leading archaeologists to compile the latest
thinking about archaeological theory the authors provide a comprehensive picture of the theoretical
foundations by which archaeologists contextualize and analyze their archaeological data student
readers will also gain a sense of the immense power that theory has for building interpretations of the
past while recognizing the wonderful archaeological traditions that created it an extensive
bibliography is included this volume is the single most important reference for current information
on contemporary archaeological theories

Luzac's Oriental List and Book Review 1896

siraya is a formosan language once spoken around tainan city in southwest taiwan this comprehensive
study is based on an analysis of the language of the siraya gospel of st matthew which was translated
from the dutch in 1661 it contains a grammar lexicon and extensive text with interlinear glossing as
well as an introduction with detailed background information siraya has many unique linguistic
features which are of great interest to the study of linguistic typology in general they include various
reduplication patterns orientation prefixes adding the notions of motion location or comitation to a
verb and anticipating sequences the latter are usually formal elements of the lexical verb such as a
first consonant or a first syllable which are prefixed to the auxiliary siraya is also of crucial importance
for the prehistory of taiwan because it is one of the first languages to branch off from the austronesian



language family which has more than 1200 members the volume is a major contribution to the siraya
people who are keen to rehabilitate siraya culture heritage and are endeavouring to learn their lost
language again it is a unique achievement in the endeavour to revitalise the traditional languages of
taiwan

Report of an Investigation of the Spearfishes of Formosan Waters
1955

the tuna resources of the philippine seas are relatively unexploited at present and represent the
largest single opportunity for the expansion of the fisheries of that nation the results of 2 5 years of
study and exploration of this resource and the prospects for developing it are presented a tuna
canning industry of modest proportions could be established using the longline trawl technique to
capture the fish limitations of the supply of bait fishes preclude extensive development of live bait
fishing american tuna fhishing techniques have not been successful in the philippines to date and are
probably too expensive since philippine waters are probably less than one half as productive as those
of the eastern pacific

Tokens of Exchange 1999

the poetical gazette the official organ of the poetry society and a review of poetical affairs nos 4 7
issued as supplements to the academy v 79 oct 15 nov 5 dec 3 and 31 1910
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